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ABSTRACT
Propionate 3-nitronate (P3N) is a natural toxin that irreversibly inhibits the Krebs
cycle – a life sustaining metabolic pathway. Nitronate monooxygenase detoxifies P3N
using molecular oxygen. Among ∼500 NMO sequences from various organisms, NMO

has evolved to contain Y109, Y254, Y299, Y303, K307, and H183 in putative NMOs. In
this thesis, the role of these select residues in the binding and oxidation of P3N is
studied. Using steady state kinetics and UV-visible absorption spectroscopy, Y109,
Y254, Y299, Y303, and K307 were found to have no role in the turnover of P3N.
Utilizing steady-state, rapid kinetics, and x-ray crystallography, H183 was determined to
be an essential residue in binding P3N into an enzyme-substrate complex competent for
the single electron transfer between P3N and the reactive center of the enzyme.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background
Nitronate monooxygenase (NMO; E.C. 1.13.12.16) is a flavin-dependent enzyme

involved in the detoxification of alkyl nitronates. More specifically, propionate 3-nitronate
(P3N) is a toxic compound oxidized by NMO using oxygen. P3N is found in nature in its
acid form as a glycosylated compound. Upon ingestion, P3N can irreversibly inhibit
complex II in the Kreb’s Cycle – a life-sustaining biochemical pathway involved in
energy production (1). Recently, in vivo studies demonstrated the protective nature of
NMO against environmental P3N (2). These studies found that exogenous NMO aids in
bacterial growth in the presence of P3N and its conjugate acid 3-nitropropionic acid (3NPA). Additionally, a knock-out study demonstrated that a lack of an NMO gene inhibits
the growth of Neurospora crassa in the presence of P3N/3-NPA (2).
NMOs are members of group H monooxygenases (3). These enzymes are
characterized by having flavin mononucleotide (FMN) as a cofactor and a TIM-barrel
fold. The biochemistry of this group of enzymes is characterized by a flavin reduction
and a concomitant substrate oxidation as seen in the reaction of P3N and NMO. In
NMO, flavin reduction occurs by a one-electron transfer from P3N yielding a
flavosemiquinone. Then, the P3N radical or the flavosemiquinone activates molecular
oxygen (4). In the turnover of NMO from Pseudomonas aeruginosa (PaNMO), P3N is
oxidized with a second-order rate constant of 10.8 × 106 M-1 s-1; NMOs from fungal
sources such as N. crassa and Cyberlindnera saturnus (NcNMO and CsNMO) have
second-order rate constants of >106 M-1 s-1 (5).
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Over 4,000 genes are currently annotated as putative NMOs from various
organisms. Of these, 475 sequences contain four distinct motifs of NMO coming from
bacterial, fungal, and animal sources (5). The four motifs are based off the structure of
PaNMO for which functional and structural data exist. Among these putative NMOs,
several key residues such as Y109, Y303, Y254, Y299, H133, and H183 are conserved.
H183 is a fully conserved residue located on an active site loop 5.7 Å above FMN. H196
in NcNMO is the homologous residue corresponding to H183 in PaNMO. H196 was
shown to act as a catalytic base that deprotonates the α-carbon of nitroethane to begin
nitronate oxidation (6). The role for H196 in NcNMO is not expected to be the same as
H183 in PaNMO or CsNMO because the latter two enzymes only use nitronates as
substrates and not their conjugate acids nitroalkanes (5). In other words, PaNMO and
CsNMO cannot deprotonate the α-carbon of nitroalkanes to produce nitronates as seen
in the catalytic strategy of NcNMO. The side chain of H183 points towards the N5 atom
of the flavin. In between H183 and the N5 atom, a water molecule serves as a bridge. It
is postulated that the residue serves as a participant in arranging P3N in an enzymesubstrate complex suitable for the electron transfer reaction between P3N and the
flavin.
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1.2

Specific Aims
The thesis aims to investigate the role of the conserved residues Y109, Y254,

Y299, Y303, K307, and H183 in nitronate monooxygenase (NMO). Among ～500
sequences, these residues have been conserved in putative NMOs. It is postulated that
these residues participate in substrate binding and the oxidation of toxin propionate 3nitronate (P3N). More specifically, it is hypothesized that the hydroxyl groups of each
tyrosine or the amine group of K307 interact with the carboxylate group of the P3N
substrate. Separately, the H183 is thought to bind P3N into an ES complex competent
for the electron transfer reaction between P3N and the flavin cofactor.
Utilizing site-directed mutagenesis, steady state kinetics and UV-visible
absorption spectroscopy, the role of Y109, Y254, Y299, Y303, and K307 in the binding
and catalysis of P3N were determined. In the study of H183, site-directed mutagenesis,
steady state kinetics, rapid kinetics, and x-ray crystallography were used to determine
the interaction of H183 with the ES complex in NMO.

1.
2.
3.
4.
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2

CHARACTERIZATION OF CONSERVED ACTIVE SITE RESIDUES IN CLASS I
NITRONATE MONOOXYGENASE
(This chapter has been published verbatim in Su, D., Aguillon, C., and Gadda, G.

(2019), Archives of Biochemistry and Biophysics 672 (2019) 1080582.)
2.1

Abstract
Propionate 3-nitronate (P3N) is a natural toxin that irreversibly inhibits

mitochondrial succinate dehydrogenase. P3N poisoning leads to a variety of neurological
disorders and even death. Nitronate monooxygenase (NMO) from Pseudomonas
aeruginosa PAO1 was the first NMO characterized in bacteria and serves as a paradigm
for Class I NMO. Here, we hypothesized that the carboxylate group of P3N might form a
hydrogen bond with one or more of the four tyrosine or a lysine residues that are
conserved in the active site of the enzyme. In the wild-type enzyme, the kcat value was
pH independent between pH 6.0 and 11.0, while the kcat/KP3N value decreased at high pH,
suggesting that a protonated group with a pKa value of 9.5 is required for binding the
anionic substrate. A pH titration of the UV-visible absorption spectrum of the enzyme
showed an increased absorbance at 297 nm with increasing pH, defining a pKa value of
9.5 and a ∆ε297 nm of 2.4 M-1cm-1, consistent with a tyrosine being important for substrate
binding. The N3 atom of the oxidized flavin, instead, did not ionize likely because its pKa
was perturbed by the ionization of a tyrosine in the active site of the enzyme. The Y109F,
Y254F, Y299F, Y303F, and K307M, substitutions had small effects (i.e., <3.5-fold) on the
steady-state kinetic parameters of the enzyme. With all mutated enzymes, the kcat/KP3N
value was less than 2.5-fold different from the wild-type enzyme, suggesting that none of
the residues is solely important for substrate binding.
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2.2

Introduction
Nitronate monooxygenase (NMO, E.C. 1.13.12.16) is an FMN-dependent enzyme

that uses molecular oxygen to oxidize propionate 3-nitronate (P3N) (4-7). P3N exists in
equilibrium with 3-nitropropionic acid (3-NPA), which in plants (8,9), fungi (10,11), and
insects(12,13), is stored in a number of glycosidic esters and is released upon acidic
hydrolysis (9,14). P3N is a potent inhibitor of mitochondrial succinate dehydrogenase,
resulting in ATP depletion and heightened oxidative stress (14,15). Livestock and human
intoxication by P3N manifest in foaming of the mouth, respiratory distress, neurological
impairment, and often times death (6,16,17). Two classes of NMOs have been
established using a combination of biochemical and structural analyses, and
bioinformatics (5). Class I NMO includes ~500 enzymes from bacteria, fungi, and two
animals, including a biochemically characterized prokaryotic NMO from Pseudomonas
aeruginosa PAO1 (PaNMO) and a eukaryotic NMO from Cyberlindnera saturnus
(CsNMO) (5,7). Class II NMO comprises ~10 enzymes (5), and includes a biochemically
characterized eukaryotic NMO from Neurospora crassa (NcNMO) (6,18,19) .
The enzymatic oxidation of P3N in Class I NMO begins with a single electron
transfer from P3N to the enzyme-bound FMN, forming a P3N radical species and a flavin
semiquinone (4,5). PaNMO is the only enzyme for which thermodynamic stabilization of
both neutral and anionic semiquinones with a ratio that is pH-dependent has been
demonstrated to date (20). The P3N radical is proposed to react directly with molecular
oxygen to generate a 3-peroxy-3-nitropropanoate radical. A subsequent electron transfer
from the flavin semiquinone to the 3-peroxy-3-nitropropanoate radical gives 3-peroxy-3nitropropanoate, which would decay to the products. Alternatively, the flavin semiquinone
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would donate an electron to molecular oxygen yielding superoxide anion, which
subsequently reacts with P3N radical to form 3-peroxy-3-nitropropanoate. Consistent with
the reductive and oxidative half-reactions involving single electron transfers, the steadystate kinetic parameters kcat/KP3N and kcat/KO2 are unusually large for a flavin-dependent
monooxygenase, with values in the 106-107 M-1s-1 range (4,5). Enzyme turnover at
saturating concentrations of P3N and oxygen is also fast with a kcat value of 1,300 s-1 at
pH 7.5 and 30 oC (4,5). The crystallographic structures of PaNMO and CsNMO have been
solved previously to resolutions ≤1.65 Å (5,7), demonstrating a collection of fully
conserved residues in the active site of the prokaryotic and eukaryotic enzymes. While
the available structures provide a platform to hypothesize roles for active site residues,
no mutagenesis studies have been reported to establish which amino acid residues
participate in substrate binding and catalysis.
In the active site of Class I NMO there are three fully conserved tyrosine residues,
Y109, Y299, and Y303 (numbering for PaNMO) (Figure 1). A fourth tyrosine is conserved
in ~70% of the amino acid sequences, being replaced with a histidine in ~25% of the
sequences and phenylalanine and tryptophan in the remaining cases. Another fully
conserved residue in Class I NMO is K307, which is located at the entrance of the active
site. It is conceivable that at least one or more of these residues participate as a hydrogen
bond donor for binding the carboxylate group of the P3N substrate. Thus, we hypothesize
that the individual replacement of a conserved active site tyrosine residue(s) with a
phenylalanine or the lysine residue with methionine would negatively impact substrate
binding. In this study, we have used mutagenesis, steady-state kinetics on the mutant
enzymes, and pH effects on the steady-state kinetic parameters and the UV-visible
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absorption spectrum of the wild-type enzyme to establish which, if any, of the conserved
amino acid residues in the active site of Class I NMO is important for binding the P3N
substrate.

Figure 2.1 Conserved active site residues in PaNMO (PDB entry 4Q4K). The
carbon atoms of the FMN cofactor are shown as yellow sticks, whereas those of select
protein residues are displayed as tan sticks; nitrogen and oxygen atoms are colored in
blue and red, respectively.

2.3

Materials and Methods
2.1 Site-Directed Mutagenesis and Purification of PaNMO variants
The genes for nitronate monooxygenase variants Y109F, Y254F, Y299F, Y303F,

and K307M were prepared using the pET20b(+) plasmid harboring the wild-type gene
PA4202 as a template and mutagenic primers containing the corresponding site mutation.
Upon mutagenesis, the mutant genes were sequenced at Macrogen Inc (Rockville, MD).
Plasmids were purified using kits from Qiagen Inc. (Valencia, CA). The constructs
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containing the correct mutation were transformed by heat shock into Escherichia coli
strain Rosetta(DE3)pLysS competent cells for protein expression (21). The expression
and purification of NMO mutant enzymes Y109F, Y254F, Y299F, Y303F, and K307M,
followed the protocol of wild-type enzyme as previously described (5).

2.2 Enzymatic assays
3-Nitropropionic acid was from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Similar to primary
and secondary nitroalkanes, the α-carbon atom of 3-nitropropionic acid has a pKa value
of 9.1 and undergoes slow deprotonation with a strong base (22). P3N, the conjugate
base of 3-nitropropionic acid, was thus prepared in water by incubating the nitro
compound with a 2.2 molar excess of KOH for 24 h at 4 oC, as previously described (4,5).
Addition of KOH was slow to avoid sample boiling and possible decomposition of P3N,
which was then used within a week (23).
Enzymatic activity was measured by monitoring initial rates of oxygen consumption
using a computer-interfaced Oxy-32 oxygen-monitoring system (Hansatech Instruments,
Inc., Norfolk, England). The steady-state kinetic parameters for wild-type and variant
enzymes were obtained by varying concentrations of P3N and oxygen. The experiment
was carried out in the presence of 50 mM potassium phosphate at pH 8.0 and 30 oC. The
assay reaction mixture was equilibrated with an O2/N2 gas mixture to reach a desired
oxygen concentration for at least 5 min before initiating the reaction with the addition of
enzyme then P3N. Since the second-order rate constants for protonation of the nitronates
are in the range 15-75 M-1s-1 (24,25), enzymatic activity assays were initiated with the
addition of the nitronate to the reaction mixture to ensure that a negligible amount of the
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neutral species of the nitronate was present during the time required to acquire initial
rates of reaction (typically ~30 s). The pH dependence of the steady-state kinetic
parameters of the wild-type enzyme were determined as described above in the pH range
between 6.0 and 11.0, with the exception of pH 8.0 where 50 mM sodium phosphate was
used.

2.3 UV-visible absorption spectroscopy
UV-visible absorption spectra were recorded using an Agilent Technologies model
HP 8453 PC diode-array spectrophotometer (Santa Clara, CA). The extinction
coefficients of the enzyme-bound FMN for the variant enzymes were determined by heat
denaturation (26). The enzymes were passed through a PD-10 desalting column
equilibrated with 50 mM potassium phosphate at pH 7.0, before heat denaturation at 100
°C for 30 or 40 min. The denatured protein was removed by centrifugation at 20,000 × g,
and the concentration of released FMN was measured using a molar extinction coefficient
ε450

nm

of 12,200 M-1 cm-1 for free FMN (27). The total protein concentration was

determined by using the Bradford assay with bovine serum albumin as standard (28). For
the pH dependence of the UV-visible absorption spectrum, the wild-type enzyme was
passed through a PD-10 desalting column equilibrated with 20 mM sodium phosphate
and 20 mM sodium pyrophosphate, pH 7.8. A 2-mL enzyme solution with a concentration
of enzyme-bound FMN of 10 μM was used to record the absorption spectra. Serial
additions of 1-10 μL of 1 M NaOH were carried out into the enzyme solution with a 10 μL
syringe while stirring until the pH was incrementally changed to ~10.4. After each careful
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and slow addition of the base the enzyme solution was let equilibrate until no changes in
the pH value and absorbance were observed, which typically required 2-3 min.

2.4 Data analysis
Steady-state kinetic data were fit using KaleidaGraph software (Synergy Software,
Reading, PA) or Enzfitter (Biosoft, Cambridge, UK) software. When initial rates of reaction
were determined at varying concentrations of P3N and oxygen, the kinetic data were fit
to Eqs 1 and 2. Eq 1 is for a sequential steady-state kinetic mechanism where vo
represents the initial velocity, e is the concentration of the enzyme, kcat is the first-order
macroscopic rate constant for enzyme turnover at saturating concentration of both P3N
and oxygen, KP3N and KO2 are the Michaelis constants for P3N and oxygen, respectively,
and Kia is a kinetic constant that accounts for the intersecting line pattern in the double
reciprocal plot. Eq 2 represents a sequential steady-state kinetic mechanism of the type
described by Eq 1 when Kia is not significantly different from zero. Data for each variant
enzyme were fit to both equations and the equation providing the best fit (R2) was used
to determine the kinetic parameters.
The pH dependence of the kcat/KP3N value for the wild-type enzyme was determined
with Eq 3, which describes a pH profile with a limiting value (C) at low pH and a slope of
-1 at high pH.
The pH dependence of the UV-visible absorption spectrum of the wild-type enzyme
was fit to Eq 4, which describes a curve with one pKa value and two limiting values at high
pH (A) and low pH (B).
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2.4

Results

3.1 Purification and spectral properties of PaNMO variants
The mutated enzymes Y109F, Y254F, Y299F, Y303F, and K307M, were purified
to high levels following the same protocol previously used for the wild-type enzyme (5).
The UV-visible absorption spectra of the variant enzymes showed the characteristic
features of oxidized flavoproteins with maximal absorbance at ~370 nm and ~443 nm
(Figure 2). All variant enzymes showed <10% differences in the absorption intensity at
~443 nm, and up to a 23%-increase in the absorption intensity at ~370 nm compared to
the wild-type enzyme (Table 1). These changes agree well with an increase in the
hydrophobicity of the protein environment surrounding the flavin introduced in the enzyme
by the replacement of tyrosine and lysine with phenylalanine and methionine, respectively
(29). In all cases the FMN/protein stoichiometry was low, but comparable with that of the
wild-type enzyme purified from heterologous expression in E. coli (Table 1).
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Figure 2.2 UV-visible absorption spectra of wild-type and mutated
PaNMO. The UV-visible absorption spectra were recorded in 50 mM potassium
phosphate, pH 8.0. Enzymes: wild-type (A), Y109F (B), Y254F (C), Y299F (D
Y303F (E), and K307M (F). Insets show the difference absorption spectra of
variant enzyme minus the wild-type enzyme.
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Table 2.1 UV-Visible Absorption Maxima and FMN/Protein Stoichiometry of Wild-Type
and Mutated PaNMO

3.2 pH-Profiles of steady-state kinetic parameters for wild-type PaNMO
The pH dependence of the steady-state kinetic parameters of the wild-type
enzyme was determined to establish possible ionizations of active site residues involved
in substrate binding and the half-reactions catalyzed by the enzyme. To this end, initial
rates of reaction were determined with an oxygen electrode at varying concentrations of
both P3N and oxygen in the pH range from 6.0 to 11.0, as illustrated in the example of
Figure 3A. At all pH values tested, the best fit of the steady-state kinetic data was obtained
with Eq 2, consistent with a value for the Kia constant being negligible when compared to
the KP3N and KO2 values (Table 2). As shown in Figure 3B, the kcat value was independent
of pH with an average value of 1200 (±200) s-1, consistent with no ionizable groups being
involved in kinetic steps that determine the overall turnover of the enzyme saturated with
both substrates. The kcat/KP3N had a maximal value of 4.5 × 106 (±1 × 106) M-1s-1 up to pH
9.0 and decreased at higher pH values yielding a pKa value of 9.5 (±0.1), consistent with
the requirement for a group to be protonated in the reductive half-reaction catalyzed by
the enzyme (Figure 3B). In contrast, the kcat/KO2 value was pH-independent with an
average value of 4.4 × 106 (±2.7 × 106) M-1s-1, consistent with absence of ionizable groups
being relevant in the oxidative half-reaction catalyzed by the enzyme (Figure 3B). The
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steady-state kinetic parameters of PaNMO in the pH-independent region were
comparable with those previously reported for eukaryotic CsNMO, showing pHindependent values for kcat = 1,450 (±10) s-1, kcat/KP3N = 10.8 × 106 (±0.2 × 106) M-1s-1,
and kcat/KO2 = 19.0 × 106 (±0.3 × 106) M-1s-1 (4).

Table 2.2 Effects of pH on Steady-State Kinetic Parameters of Wild-Type PaNMO

Figure 2.3 Effect of pH on the steady-state kinetic parameters of wild-type PaNMO.
(A) Initial rates of reaction with varying [P3] and [oxygen] determined in 50 mM potassium
phosphate, pH 8.0 and 30 °C. [Oxygen] were 28 ( ), 50 ( ), 88 ( ), 145 ( ), and 241 ( )
µM. (B) pH-Profiles of the kcat ( ), kcat / KP3N (▲), and kcat / KO2 (▽) values. Data for the
kcat/KP3N value were fit Eq 3.
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3.3 pH Effects on the UV-Visible Absorption Spectrum of Wild-Type PaNMO
The N3 atom of flavin in the oxidized state or the side chain of one of the active
site tyrosine residues could be responsible for the pKa of 9.5 seen in the pH-profile of the
kcat/KP3N value. In either case the active site would acquire a negative charge that would
hinder binding of the anionic substrate P3N, resulting in a decrease of the kcat/KP3N value.
Both ionizations of flavin and tyrosine are associated with large spectral changes in the
UV-visible absorption spectrum, with deprotonation of flavin yielding changes at ~490 nm
(30,31) and tyrosine at ~300 nm (32,33). Thus, the determination of the pH effects on the
UV-visible absorption spectrum of wild-type PaNMO is an effective tool to establish the
nature of the group responsible for the pH effect on the observed kcat/KP3N value. As
shown in Figure 4A, large spectral changes were seen in the near UV-region of the
electromagnetic spectrum of the enzyme when the pH was incrementally raised from 7.8
to 10.4, whereas the visible region of the spectrum was not affected. The maximal spectral
changes were centered at 297 nm as seen when the UV-visible absorption spectrum at
pH 7.8 was used as a reference and the difference spectra were computed (Figure 4B).
A plot of the ∆ε297 nm versus pH yielded a maximal spectral change ∆ε297 nm of 2.4 (±0.1)
M-1cm-1, consistent with deprotonation of a tyrosine residue (32). A pKa value of 9.5 (±0.1)
could be determined, in perfect agreement with the pKa value determined kinetically on
the kcat/KP3N value.
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Figure 2.4 Effect of pH on the UV-visible absorption spectrum of wild-type
PaNMO. (A) Enzyme in the range from pH 7.8 (blue) to pH 10.4 (red). (B) Difference
UV-visible absorption spectra between the species seen at higher pH values minus the
species at pH 7.8. Inset: plot of the ∆297 nm (▽) and ∆487 nm (▲) as a function of the
pH; the curves are the fit of the data to Eq 4. The extinction coefficients for the protein
absorption band at ≤320 nm were normalized with respect to the flavin absorption
bands at ≥320 nm based on the experimentally determined FMN/enzyme stoichiometry
of 0.25.

3.4. Steady-state kinetic parameters of PaNMO variant enzymes at pH 8.0

To characterize the effect of each mutation on substrate binding and catalysis
during the oxidation of P3N catalyzed by PaNMO, the steady-state kinetic parameters of
the variant enzymes were measured and compared to the wild-type enzyme. To avoid
artifactual conclusions stemming from pH effects, pH 8.0 was chosen because the kinetic
parameters of the wild-type enzyme determined in this study were pH-independent (Fig.
3B). As for the case of the wild-type enzyme, the best fit of the kinetic data for the Y254F,
Y303F, and K307M enzymes was obtained with Eq 2. Small, but not negligible, Kia values
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were instead determined with the Y109F and Y299F enzymes (Table 3). With all variant
enzymes, the kcat values differed from the wild-type PaNMO by less than 1.5-fold, the
kcat/KP3N values by less than 2.5-fold, and the kcat/KO2 values by less than 3-fold.

Table 2.3 Steady-State Kinetic Parameters of Wild-Type and Mutated PaNMO at pH 8.0

2.5

Discussion
The active site of PaNMO contains a lysine and four tyrosine residues that are fully

or highly conserved among ~500 sequences belonging to Class I NMO, suggesting that
one or more of these residues may be important for substrate binding or catalysis. The
mutagenesis and kinetic study presented here provides evidence demonstrating that the
substrate can bind to the active site only when the side chains of the tyrosine residues
are in the protonated rather than anionic state, but none of the conserved residues is
solely important for substrate binding. Furthermore, the reductive and oxidative halfreactions catalyzed by the enzyme are not affected by the individual substitution of the
conserved tyrosine residues with phenylalanine or lysine with methionine, for which
evidence is provided below.
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The side chains of the tyrosine residues in the active site of PaNMO must be
protonated for binding of the negatively charged P3N substrate. Evidence for this
conclusion comes from the pH-profiles of the steady-state kinetic parameters and the UVvisible absorption spectrum of the wild-type enzyme. The group with a pKa value of 9.5
seen in the pH-profile of the kcat/KP3N value must participate in substrate binding because
the pH-profile of the kcat value did not show ionization of any group between pH 6.0 and
11.0. This conclusion stems from the fact that while both kinetic parameters report on the
kinetic step of flavin reduction from P3N, the kcat/KP3N value also includes the reversible
step of substrate binding yielding a Michaelis complex competent for catalysis (34). The
participation of a tyrosine residue as being the group responsible for the pKa of 9.5 comes
from the pH-profile of the UV-visible absorption spectrum of the enzyme, showing an
increase in absorbance in the 297 nm region of the electromagnetic spectrum that is
indicative of the presence of tyrosinate at high pH values. The ∆ε297 nm value of 2.4 M-1cm1

seen in PaNMO is consistent with deprotonation of a single tyrosine residue, as

previously established for tyrosine in solution with a ∆ε295 nm value of 2.8 mM-1cm-1 and in
the active site of a ketosteroid isomerase D40N mutant with a ∆ε295 nm value of 2.6 mM1

cm-1 (32). We have made no attempts to determine which tyrosine residue is responsible

for the pH effects seen in PaNMO because it is likely that in the confined space of the
active site of the enzyme any of the four tyrosine residues would deprotonate at high pH
irrespective of which single tyrosine to phenylalanine mutation would be tested. To our
knowledge this is the first instance in which deprotonation of an active site tyrosine
residue rather than the N3 atom of the oxidized flavin has been reported in a flavindependent enzyme. Many flavin-dependent enzymes have one or more tyrosine residues
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in the active site (35-40). Because the absorption changes in the near-UV region of the
electromagnetic spectrum attributable to tyrosine ionization are small with reference to
the strong protein absorbance and the focus is typically on the visible region associated
with the flavin, tyrosine ionizations may have been overlooked in previous studies.
The reductive half-reaction in which the enzyme-bound FMN is reduced to the
semiquinone state through a single electron transfer from the P3N substrate is not
affected by the individual replacement of any of the tyrosine residues with phenylalanine
or the lysine with methionine. Evidence to support this conclusion comes from the
comparison of the kcat/KP3N values determined with P3N and oxygen as substrates for the
wild-type and the mutant enzymes at pH 8.0. With the Y254F, Y299F, Y303F, and K307M,
the kcat/KP3N value was ≤2.5-fold than in the wild-type enzyme. In contrast, replacement
of Y109 with phenylalanine yielded a 2.5-fold increase in the kcat/KP3N value. When one
considers the energetics associated with the changes in the kcat/KP3N value, the mutant
enzymes differ from the wild-type by ~0.1 kJ/mol or less, consistent with negligible
contributions of the side chains of the lysine and tyrosine residues towards the capture of
P3N into an enzyme-substrate complex the proceeds to catalysis. These data, in turn,
indicate that none of the conserved lysine or tyrosine residues in the active site of the
enzyme are important for either substrate binding or the electron transfer reaction yielding
the reduction of the flavin by P3N.
The oxidative half-reaction in which the enzyme-bound FMN is oxidized is not
affected by the individual replacement of any of the tyrosine residues with phenylalanine
or the lysine with methionine. This conclusion stems from the comparison of the kcat/KO2
values determined with P3N and oxygen as substrates for the wild-type and the mutant
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enzymes at pH 8.0. With all mutant enzymes the kcat/KO2 value is between 1.3- and 3.2fold larger than in the wild-type enzyme, with values between 1.4 × 107 M-1s-1 and 3.2 ×
107 M-1s-1. As for the case of the reductive half-reaction, the corresponding energetic
contribution associated with the individual replacement of lysine with methionine or
tyrosine with phenylalanine in the active site of the enzyme is negligible, with at the most
the electron transfer that results in flavin oxidation being favored by a mere 0.2 kJ/mol in
the mutant enzymes as compared to wild-type PaNMO.
In summary, the results presented in this study demonstrate that the tyrosine
residues in the active site of PaNMO must be in the protonated form to allow binding of
the anionic P3N substrate and catalysis. However, the replacement of any of the four
tyrosine residues, i.e., Y109, Y254, Y299, and Y303, with phenylalanine or K307 with
methionine does not affect substrate binding or the electron transfer reactions yielding
the flavin-mediated oxidation of P3N with oxygen. Thus, the compelling question of why
these residues are conserved among ~500 proteins in the active site of Class I NMO
remains unattended. One can speculate that because substrate oxidation in NMO does
not involve a hydride transfer between NAD(P)H and the enzyme-bound flavin, the
geometry and special arrangement of the reactive centers in the enzyme-substrate
complex to allow electron transfer from P3N and flavin is less critical than in other flavindependent monooxygenases. Thus, having multiple hydroxyl groups in the active site
would ensure P3N binding. Alternatively, it is possible that NMO might catalyze other
biochemical reactions, besides the very efficient oxidation of P3N, and that the tyrosine
and lysine residues have been conserved in the active site due to an unknown selective
pressure. This study also offers the first example of a flavin-dependent enzyme in which
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tyrosine/tyrosinate equilibrium has been demonstrated spectroscopically in the active site
of the enzyme, rather than the classical ionization of the N3 atom of the flavin at high pH
values.
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ON THE IMPORTANCE OF H183 IN THE ELECTRON TRANSFER REACTION IN
NITRONATE MONOOXYGENASE
3.1

Abstract
Propionate 3-nitronate (P3N) is a toxin found in nature that irreversibly inhibits

the Krebs cycle – an essential life sustaining metabolic pathway. Nitronate
monooxygenase (NMO) is a flavin-dependent enzyme that detoxifies P3N using
molecular oxygen (O2). Among ∼500 NMO sequences from different organisms, H183

is a fully conserved active site residue in NMO. Kinetic and structural studies were

carried out on the H183Q enzyme to investigate the role of H183 in the formation of the
ES complex with P3N. The crystal structure of the H183Q enzyme in the presence and
absence of substrate analog 3-nitropropionate demonstrated inactive and active
conformations of the enzyme active site. In the free H183Q enzyme, the Q183
sidechain blocks the N(5) atom of the flavin leading to an inactive enzyme. Upon
substrate binding, an isomerization of the Q183 sidechain accommodates the substrate
analog. An extended lag in reaction was observed in the stopped-flow traces of the
reduction of the H183Q enzyme with P3N, suggesting an isomerization of the ES
complex is required for the single-electron transfer from P3N to the flavin. These results
suggest that the side chain of H183 is important for both binding the substrate into an
ES complex competent for catalysis and the subsequent single-electron transfer
reaction from the nitronate substrate to the flavin.
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3.2

Introduction
Nitronate monooxygenase (NMO; E.C. 1.13.12.16) from Pseudomonas

aeruginosa PAO1 (PaNMO) oxidizes toxic, highly reactive nitronates such as propionate
3-nitronate using molecular oxygen (O2). Biochemical studies on PaNMO have
demonstrated that the oxidation of P3N with O2 is highly efficient; kinetic studies have
shown that P3N is oxidized with oxygen at 102,000,000 M-1 s-1. Such an impressive rate
constant underscores the necessary and rapid oxidation of P3N in living organisms. The
physiological substrate of PaNMO is propionate 3-nitronate (P3N) (5). P3N, the
conjugate base of 3-nitropropionic acid (3-NPA), is a highly toxic alkyl nitronate that
interrupts the Krebs cycle by irreversibly inhibiting succinate dehydrogenase – a vital
metabolic enzyme (1,14,41). P3N toxicity has been observed in humans and mammals
with symptoms of dystonia, respiratory distress, and foaming of the mouth (2,42).
Recently, the hospitalization of a 65-year-old male resulting in death by 3-nitropropionic
acid intoxication was reported (43). Over 4,000 genes are currently annotated as
putative NMOs from various organisms. Approximately, 500 sequences contain four
distinct motifs of NMO coming from bacterial, fungal, and animal sources (5). Among
these putative NMOs, several key residues such as Y109, Y303, Y299, H133, and H183
are conserved. H183 is a fully conserved residue located on an active site loop 5.7 Å
above FMN. To date, no mutagenesis studies have been conducted on His183.

Similar to His183 in PaNMO, the active sites of glucose-methanol-choline (GMC)
oxidoreductases and the L-𝛼𝛼-hydroxyacid dehydrogenase (LHAD) families contain a
histidine positioned ≤5 Å around the N(5) atom of the flavin cofactor (44). Histidines

found in the active sites of GMC and LHAD enzyme families have well-characterized
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and diverse roles described in recent literature (44). The roles of these histidine
residues in the GMC family include alkoxide intermediate stabilization, proton
abstraction, stabilization of oxygen radicals, and contribution to the polarity of the active
site. H516 in glucose oxidase (GOX) from Aspergillus niger is responsible for enhancing
the electron transfer from the reduced flavin to molecular oxygen through an
electrostatic interaction. In choline oxidase from Arthrobacter globiformis, H466
contributes to the active site polarity to allow for proton transfer from the substrate and
affects the rate of flavin oxidation by altering the electrophilicity of the reduced flavin
(45). The role of orthologous histidines in LHAD enzymes require further work to classify
the residue as a catalytic base in this family of enzymes. Crystal structures of a ligand
bound in the active site of LHAD enzymes glycolate oxidase (GOX), flavocytochrome b2
(FCB2), and L-lactate 2-monooxygenase (LMO) amongst others have been solved, and
it was determined that the ligand is positioned close to the conserved histidine residue
and approximately ∼4 Å from the N(5) atom of the flavin. In the LHAD enzymes MsLMO

and ScFCB2, H290 and H373 residues were mutated to glutamines and the subsequent
mutants resulted in reduced activity with their substrate. However, the mutant FCB2
H373Q resulted in a change of position for many surrounding active site residues. In
HsGOX, alanine and glutamine mutants resulted in an alteration in the binding pocket
such that no flavin was detected in these proteins. The role of conserved histidine
residues in GMC and LHAD enzymes demonstrate a major role on the interaction of the
enzyme with the substrate and localization of nearby residues.
The active site of PaNMO contains two fully conserved histidine residues
proximal to the flavin. H133 is adjacent to the carbonyl on the C(2) locus of FMN and is
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a highly conserved residue in putative NMOs. Pointing to the N(5)-FMN atom, H183 is
oriented 6 Å away from the si-face of the FMN and is fully conserved in putative NMOs.

Mutagenesis studies on H133 suggest that the residue is not important for the binding of
P3N or the formation of the flavin semiquinone found in the reaction mechanism
proceeding substrate binding in PaNMO (4,46). To date, there are no kinetic or
crystallographic studies on the involvement of the H183 residue on the detoxification of
P3N or the formation of the highly reactive flavin semiquinone intermediate. In NMO
from Neurospora crassa, H196 is equivalent to H183. H196 acts as a catalytic base
which deprotonates and activates its neutral nitroalkane substrate (6). However, in
PaNMO, no catalytic base is detected (4,5). Therefore, H183 is more likely involved in
binding and orienting the substrate P3N for efficient catalysis.
H183 in PaNMO serves as a good model system for analyzing the role of
conserved active site histidine residues in the GMC and LHAD families. GMC and
LHAD enzymes and NMOs share a conserved active site histidine located above the
isoalloxazine. Based on similarities of substrate binding sites across various
flavoproteins, NMO serves as a good model to describe enzyme-substrate interactions
outside of base-catalysis for GMC and LHAD enzymes (47). Attempts at characterizing
the role of the conserved histidine in GMC and LHAD enzymes has led to
understanding its role as a base catalyst. However, these mutagenesis studies do not
address the role of the conserved histidine in enzyme-substrate interactions outside of
base catalysis. H183 in NMO is a good model system in understanding these enzymesubstrate interactions because it lacks the ability to act as a base, while spatial
orientation and substrate and flavin binding sites remain the same.
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In this study, the role of H183 at the mechanistic and molecular level is
described. H183 was replaced with glutamine and the resulting variant enzyme was
purified to high levels. To gain a mechanistic understanding on the role of H183, various
steady-state kinetic and rapid-reaction kinetic approaches were used in conjunction with
x-ray crystallography. The importance of H183 in substrate capture and orientation and
its effect on the single electron transfer to the flavin was investigated.

3.3

Results
Purification and spectral properties of H183Q variant – To obtain purified

recombinant enzyme, the variant H183Q enzyme was purified following the same
protocol as the wild-type enzyme (5). The UV-visible absorption spectrum of the H183Q
variant enzyme showed the typical spectrum of an oxidized flavoprotein such as wildtype PaNMO with peaks 370 and 441 nm (Figure 3.1). The H183Q variant showed a
difference in the absorption intensity and wavelength maxima by at least 1 mM-1 cm-1
from 300 to 500 nm.
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Figure 3.1 UV−visible absorption spectra of H183Q (blue) and wild-type PaNMO
(black). The spectra were recorded in 10 mM Tris-Cl, 10% glycerol at pH 8.0. The inset
shows the difference absorption spectra of the enzyme-bound flavin in the H183Q
enzyme variant minus the wild-type enzyme.

Table 3.1 Steady state kinetic parameters of wild-type and H183Q variant PaNMO.

Steady-state kinetics of the H183Q variant – The steady-state kinetic mechanism
for the H183Q variant enzyme was determined at pH 8.0 and 15 oC and 30 oC at
varying concentrations of oxygen and P3N. The steady-state kinetic mechanism for the
wild-type enzyme had been determined at pH 8.0 and 30 oC, previously (48). Table 3.1
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compares the steady-state kinetic rate constants determined for the wild-type and
H183Q variant enzyme at 30 oC. The best fits of the data were obtained with Eq.3. As
summarized in Table 3.2, the replacement of histidine with a glutamine in the 183
position of NMO resulted in at least a 40-fold decrease in kcat and a 74-fold decrease in
kcat/KP3N.
In order to compare the steady-state kinetic parameters (e.g. kcat, kcat/KP3N) to
kinetic rate constants for flavin reduction and P3N binding (e.g. kred, kred/KD) which were
measured in a stopped-flow spectrophotometer, the steady-state kinetics were carried
out at 15 oC. Table 3.2 compares the steady-state kinetic parameters to kinetic rate
constants for flavin reduction. Values for the turnover number kcat and flavin reduction
kred are similar. Additionally, values for the Michaelis constant KP3N and P3N binding KD
are equal to each other within experimental error. Altogether, these observations
demonstrate that the kcat and Km are direct reporters on flavin reduction and substrate
binding, respectively.

Table 3.2 Steady state and rapid kinetic parameters of PaNMO H183Q variant with P3N
as substrate.

Kinetic solvent viscosity effects – The effect of solvent viscosity on the apparent
steady state kinetic parameters kcat and kcat/Km for P3N was evaluated to establish
whether substrate binding or product release limits catalysis. These determinations
were carried out with glycerol as viscosigen and at pH 8.3. In Figure 3.2, the normalized
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kcat and kcat/Km values determined at increasing relative viscosity of the reaction mixture
yielded lines with a slope not significantly different from zero with the exception for the
value of kcat/Km for the wild-type enzyme. As shown in Figure 3.2A, the effect of solvent
viscosity on the kcat value was negligible. A slope of zero is consistent with the overall
turnover number kcat being fully limited by the chemical step of catalysis (49). As shown
in Figure 3.2B, the solvent viscosity has a small effect on the kcat/Km value for the wildtype enzyme, but for the H183Q variant, the effect is not significantly different from zero.
A slope not significantly different from zero is consistent with the capture of substrate
being limited fully by the chemical step (49). In this case, the chemical step is fully equal
to catalysis. In other words, diffusion processes such as substrate and product
association or disassociation are much faster than the chemical step, and the overall
reaction is fully limited by this chemical step.

Figure 3.2 Effect of solvent viscosity on the steady-state kinetic parameters. Panel A:
the normalized kcat value for H183Q ( ) and wild-type enzymes ( ) as a function of
relative solvent viscosity with glycerol as microviscogen. Panel B: the normalized
kcat/KP3N value for H183Q ( ) and wild-type enzymes ( ) as a function of relative solvent
viscosity with glycerol as microviscogen. All determinations were carried out at 15 oC
and pH 8.3.
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pH-profiles of apparent steady-state kinetics – The pH dependence of the
apparent steady-state kinetic parameters was measured to establish the possible
presence of an ionizable group involved in binding or catalysis of the substrate P3N.
The initial rates of reaction were determined using an oxygen electrode and by varying
the concentration of substrate P3N at 15 oC in the pH range of 7.0 to 9.0. pH values
below 7.0 were avoided in order to ensure that the substrate P3N would not protonate.
The protonation of P3N will result in a neutral molecule and one that does not react with
NMO. The apparent steady-state kinetic parameters were calculated using Eq 4 to
obtain kcat and kcat/Km for P3N. In order to ensure an accurate estimation of the kcat/Km
for P3N value, two concentrations of oxygen (atmospheric and 400 µM) at pH extremes
7.0 and 9.0 were tested to establish a saturating concentration of oxygen. As shown in
Table 3.3, the H183Q enzyme was pH independent in the tested pH range of 7.0 to 9.0.
The H183Q variant enzyme had a maximal kcat value of 8 ± 1 s-1 in this pH range.

Table 3.3 Apparent steady state kinetic rate constants of the PaNMO H183Q variant
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Figure 3.3 Anaerobic reduction of PaNMO H183Q with P3N as substrate in 50 mM
sodium phosphate, pH 8.0, 15 °C, in the presence of 10% glycerol. Panel A: selected
trace illustrating the intersecting point between the end of the lag period and flavin
reduction. Panel B: observed lag times, defined by the intersecting point in panel A,
plotted as a function of substrate concentration fit with A = Be-𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 t + C .
Panel C: observed rate constants for flavin reduction as a function of substrate
k S
concentration fit with kobs = red .
Kd + S
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Scheme 1. A proposed minimal two-step binding mechanism with P3N as substrate.

Eox, the oxidized native enzyme.
S, substrate.
*EoxS, the ES complex after the isomerization.
*ESQP, the single electron reduced enzyme (semiquinone state) in complex with the
product.
kiso,for & kiso,rev, the kinetic rate constants describing the isomerization in the forward and
reverse directions, respectively.
kred, the kinetic rate constant describing the single electron transfer from the P3N
substrate to the flavin cofactor.
Rapid kinetics – A two-step binding kinetic mechanism (Scheme 1) was used to
fit stopped-flow data. To validate the two-step binding kinetic mechanism, stopped-flow
data prior to flavin reduction were collected. The length of a lag phase, preceding the
exponential increase associated with flavin reduction, was measured. As shown in
Figure 3.3A, the lag phase is a flat region with no change in absorbance that precedes
flavin reduction. The length of the lag phase was measured up until flavin reduction. The
intersecting point between the lag phase and flavin reduction, as shown in Figure 3.3A,
is considered the total lag time. In order to have units of s-1 and to compare to other firstorder kinetic rate constants, the reciprocal of the total lag time was taken. The reciprocal
of this total lag time was then plotted against the concentration of P3N used in each
stopped-flow trace and fit using Eq. 1 (Fig. 3.3B).

1

𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

=

kiso,for [S]
+ kiso,rev
K1 + [S]

(1)
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Eq. 1 computes kinetic and equilibria constants that represent the first and
second steps of the two-step binding reaction in Scheme 1 where K1 is the dissociation
constant for the initial equilibrium for the substrate and the enzyme prior to the
isomerization, kiso,for and kiso,rev are the rate constants for the isomerization between ES
and *ES, S is the concentration of substrate, and 1/tlag is the reciprocal of the total lag
time (50). Utilizing the kinetic and equilibria constants obtained from Eq. 1, the KD value
of the two-step binding mechanism from Scheme 1 can be calculated using Eq. 2.

KD,calc =

K1 Kiso
1 + Kiso

where Kiso =

kiso,rev
kiso,for

(2)

The KD value directly obtained experimentally from the reductive half-reaction
experiment is compared to the computed KD,Calc for the two-step binding mechanism
(Table 3.4). To account for experimental variability and considering that the kinetic
parameters of Table 3.4 did not show significant differences at various pH values, the
average values between pH 7 and 9 was used for this analysis. An average value of
0.13 ± 0.02 mM was obtained for the KD,Calc which approximated well to the average
experimentally determined KD value of 0.15 ± 0.07 mM. This kinetic analysis is
consistent with the two-step binding mechanism of Scheme 1 being a good kinetic
model that explains the stopped-flow data with the H183Q enzyme. This kinetic analysis
is consistent with the mechanism of Scheme 1 being a good model that explains the
results.
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Table 3.4 Kinetic rate and two-step binding and dissociation constants

The reductive half-reaction of the H183Q variant was investigated to obtain
insights on the binding of the substrate P3N and flavin reduction using a stopped-flow
spectrophotometer. The reductive half-reaction of the wild-type enzyme with P3N could
not be investigated because flavin reduction was too fast and occurred almost entirely in
the mixing time of the stopped-flow instrument (i.e., 2.2 ms). The stopped-flow traces of
the reductive half-reaction of the H183Q variant enzyme with P3N were fit with a singleexponential process (Eq. 5). Each rate of flavin reduction obtained from these traces
were plotted against the concentration of P3N and fit to Eq. 6. As shown in Figure 3.3C,
the observed rate constant for flavin reduction increased hyperbolically with an
increasing concentration of P3N. Values for flavin reduction and a KD for the enzymatic
binding of P3N are summarized in Table 3.4. At various pH values, the kred and KD
obtained do not differ significantly. An average value of 12.4 ± 0.1 s-1 and 0.15 ± 0.07
mM was obtained for the kred and KD, respectively, from pH 7.0 to 9.0.
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Figure 3.4 Comparison of crystal structures of the H183Q variant and wild-type
enzymes of PaNMO. The residues and ribbons represented in orange represent the
wild-type PaNMO enzyme, whereas the residues and ribbons in cyan represent the
H183Q PaNMO enzyme. Panel A illustrates the overlay between the H183Q variant
(cyan) and wild-type (orange) enzymes. Panel B depicts the superposition of the H183Q
and wild-type enzyme active sites.

Overall structure of H183Q variant – The H183Q variant enzyme and H183Q in
complex with the substrate analogue 3-nitropropionate (3-NPA) were crystallized in the
monoclinic space group P21 with two molecules per asymmetric unit. The Rwork and Rfree
values were 16.2% and 19.1%, respectively, for the partially refined structure of H183Q
and 17.5% and 19.8%, respectively, for the partially refined structure of H183Q in
complex with 3NPA. The data collection and refinement statistics are reported in Table
3.5. The overall structure of PaNMO H183Q and H183Q-3NPA closely resembled that
of PaNMO-WT (PDB 4Q4K), with RMSD values ≤ 0.20 Å for 351 Cα atoms (Figure 3.4)
(5). Therefore, the overall fold of the enzyme was not altered by the replacement of
histidine to a glutamine in the 183 position. As previously reported for PaNMO, the
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protein folded into an FMN-binding domain (residues 1–71, 112–249, and 333–351) and
a substrate-binding domain (residues 72–111 and 250–332) (5).

Table 3.5 X-ray Diffraction Data Collection and Refinement Statistics
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3.4

Discussion
This study reports on the characterization of an active site residue H183 in

nitronate monooxygenase from Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 (PaNMO). The
biochemical and structural investigations here demonstrate that H183 is necessary in
arranging the substrate to be in a configuration competent for its electron transfer to the
flavin. The crystal structures of a H183Q variant in the presence and absence of the
substrate analog demonstrate two conformations for the Q183 side chain i.e., the
inactive conformation blocks the reactive center of the flavin and the active
conformation arranges the substrate-analog in front of the flavin. These two
conformations were observed kinetically using rapid reaction kinetics on a stopped-flow
spectrophotometer. The inactive conformation caused a lag in which flavin reduction
was delayed due to the Q183 sidechain blocking the flavin. Then, an isomerization
produces the active conformation where an exponential increase in absorbance is
observed i.e., the flavin becomes reduced by a single electron. These data altogether
suggest that H183 is important in optimizing the position of the substrate in the active
site and the single electron transfer to the flavin.
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The electron transfer from P3N to the flavin is fully rate limiting in the H183Q
variant enzyme. Evidence in support of this conclusion comes from the steady-state and
rapid kinetic measurements of the reaction between the H183Q enzyme and P3N
(Table 3.2). The kinetic rate constants kcat and kred are similar to each other thus report
directly on the electron transfer from P3N to the flavin in the H183Q enzyme. In the
wildtype enzyme, the rate of flavin reduction is too fast to be measured at 15 oC which
does not allow any insights on the electron transfer. However, additional evidence in
support of this conclusion comes from the solvent kinetic viscosity effect experiment
where the viscosity of the solution and [P3N] were varied at a saturating concentration
of the second substrate oxygen. For both the wildtype and H183Q variant NMOs, the
effect of solvent viscosity on kcat was approximately zero which is consistent with the
overall turnover number kcat being limited by the electron transfer from P3N to the flavin
(Figure 3.2A). In the case where the slope in a viscosity effect plot results in zero, the
chemical step in the enzymatic reaction is fully rate limiting (49). Altogether, these data
suggest that the electron transfer from P3N to the flavin is fully rate limiting.
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H183 plays a major role in the catalytic step and its effect on substrate binding is
minimal in PaNMO. Evidence in support of this conclusion comes from the 40-fold
decrease in kcat and 74-fold decrease in kcat/KP3N observed in the H183Q variant
enzyme (Table 3.1). The kinetic parameters kcat and kcat/KP3N report on the catalytic step
i.e. the electron transfer from P3N to the flavin. However, kcat/KP3N includes the substrate
binding step which is described by KP3N (51). Thus, kcat/KP3N holds a 40-fold decrease in
value and an additional ~2-fold decrease contributed by KP3N i.e. multiplying 40 by 2
approximately equates to the observed 74-fold decrease in kcat/KP3N. To summarize, the
majority of the 74-fold decrease in kcat/KP3N is mainly contributed by the catalytic step
with a small ~2-fold contribution by steps involving substrate binding.

Figure 3.5 Active site of PaNMO-H183Q variant in complex with substrate analog
3-nitropropionate (3-NPA). The electron density (2Fo − Fc contoured at 1.0σ) is
shown for the Q183 variant sidechain and the substrate analog.
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The crystal structure of the H183 variant in complex with the substrate analog
represents an electron transfer ready configuration. Evidence for this conclusion comes
from the crystal structure of the H183Q variant enzyme in complex with substrate
analog 3-nitropropionate (Figure 3.5). The nitro group of the substrate analog is
positioned approximately 3.5 Å away from the N(5) atom of the flavin. It is likely that the
position of the substrate analog is a good representation of the positioning of P3N prior
to its electron transfer to the flavin. Similarly, many flavin dependent enzymes position
and oxidize substrates in front of the N(5) atom of the flavin. Fraaije and Mattevi have
examined the crystal structures of various flavin-dependent enzymes in complex with
their physiological substrates (47). Their examination led to the conclusion that the site
of substrate oxidation is found 3.5 Å from the N(5) atom of the flavin. In addition to

distances, the site of substrate oxidation had a defining angle with the N(5)-N(10) atoms
of 96-117o (47). In this current study, the nitro group of the substrate analog is
approximately 122o with reference to the N(5)-N(10) atoms of the flavin. This
measurement is in good agreement with the range described in Fraaije and Mattevi’s
study, especially when taking into account that the crystal structure is a snapshot view
of enzyme-substrate dynamic interactions (52).
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The H183Q variant binds P3N in a two-step binding process where P3N is bound
then the Q183 sidechain switches from inactive to active conformations (Scheme 1).
Evidence for this conclusion comes from the fitting of the stopped-flow lag data (Figure
3.3A and 3.3B). The extended lag observed in the stopped-flow traces is inversely
dependent on the concentration of P3N. An equation for a two-step binding process (Eq
1) is used to fit these lag data which suggests an isomerization of the ES complex is
required for the electron transfer reaction between the substrate and the flavin. In the
two-step binding process, the first step is substrate capture i.e., the enzyme binds P3N
with equilibrium constant K1. The second step is a conformational change in which the
Q183 residue switches from an inactive to active conformation thus positioning P3N for
its reaction with the flavin cofactor i.e., a process represented by kiso,for and kiso,rev. Using
the value of K1 and the ratio of (kiso,rev / kiso,for), an overall thermodynamic KD can be
calculated using Eq. 2. This KD is related to the overall substrate binding process i.e.,
steps one and two described previously. This overall KD is also obtained experimentally
from the reductive half-reaction experiment (Figure 3.3C) where [P3N] was varied as a
function of the observed rate of flavin reduction. To further validate that the H183Q
variant enzyme follows this two-step binding model, a self-check is possible by
comparing the calculated overall KD with the one determined experimentally. To
summarize these results, Table 3.4 reports the averages of all equilibria and rate
constants in addition to the calculated and experimental KD. The average values found
in Table 3.4 provide support for the two-step mechanism described in Scheme 1.
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Figure 3.6 Comparison of the crystal structures of the free and bound H183Q
variant enzymes to the wild-type PaNMO enzyme. Panel A illustrates an overlay of the
variant H183Q (cyan) and wild-type (orange) PaNMO enzymes. The free H183Q variant
enzyme occupies an inactive conformation where access to the area in front of the N(5)
atom of the flavin is occupied by the 183 side chain. Panel B displays an overlay of the
substrate analogue-H183Q variant complex (cyan) and the wild-type (orange) PaNMO
enzyme. The Q183 sidechain in H183Q variant enzyme, in complex with a substrate
analogue 3-nitropropanoate, occupies an active conformation allowing space in front of
the flavin.
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H183 is an essential residue in the active site of PaNMO that maintains an active
conformation that gates the single-electron transfer from the substrate to the flavin.
Evidence for this conclusion comes from the crystal structure of the H183Q variant in
the free form and in complex with a substrate analog (Figure 3.6). The H183Q variant
enzyme was crystallized in the presence and absence of 3-nitropropionate which is an
analog of the physiological substrate P3N. In the crystal structure of the H183Q variant
in the free form, the glutamine sidechain is positioned in an inactive conformation and
blocks the N(5) atom of the flavin which consequently obstructs the substrate analog
from being properly positioned in the active site. However, in the presence of the
substrate analog, the glutamine sidechain is positioned in an active conformation and
the substrate analog is positioned in front of the N(5) atom of the flavin. Based on the
orientation of substrate in numerous flavin-dependent enzymes, the substrate is
oxidized after being properly positioned in front of the N(5) atom of the flavin (47). As a
result, in the H183Q mutant, the switching from inactive to active conformations gates
the single-electron transfer to the flavin.
In conclusion, the kinetic and structural studies done on the H183Q variant from
PaNMO has established the role of H183 in the active site of the enzyme. H183 is
essential in maintaining an active conformation in the ES complex necessary for the
single electron transfer reaction from the P3N substrate to the flavin cofactor. Upon
replacement of H183 with a glutamine, the variant enzyme demonstrates to have
inactive and active conformations. The mutant Q183 sidechain in the inactive
conformation blocks the reactive center of the flavin, while the substrate analog is
oriented in front of the reactive center of the flavin in the active conformation. The two
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conformations were modeled kinetically using rapid reaction kinetics. An extended lag
that is inversely dependent on the concentration of P3N is observed in the stopped-flow
traces for the H183Q variant enzyme prior to flavin reduction, suggesting the presence
of an isomerization between the inactive and active conformations required for the
electron transfer reaction.

3.5

Materials and Methods
Materials – Escherichia coli strains DH5𝛼𝛼 and Rosetta(DE3)pLysS were from

Invitrogen Life Technologies (Grand Island, NY) and Novagen (Madison, WI). The
QIAprep Spin Miniprep kit were from Qiagen (Valencia, CA). The oligonucleotides
containing the point mutation were from Sigma (The Woodlands, TX). The
endonuclease DpnI was from New England BioLabs (Ipswich, MA). The HiTrapTM
Chelating HP 5 mL affinity column and PD-10 desalting column was from GE
Healthcare (Piscataway, NJ). 3-nitropropionate was from Sigma (Milwaukee, WI).

Site-directed mutagenesis and purification of wild-type and variant enzymes –
The mutant gene for nitronate monooxygenase variant H183F was prepared using the
pET20b(+) plasmid harboring the wild-type gene PA4202 as a template The construct
containing the correct mutation and sequence was used to transform E. coli strain
Rosetta(DE3)pLysS competent cells for protein expression. Protein expression and
purification were carried out as previously described (5).
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Protein production – The mutant gene for nitronate monooxygenase variant
H183Q was prepared using the pET20b(+) plasmid harboring the wild-type gene
PA4202 as a template. The construct containing the correct mutation and sequence
was used to transform E. coli strain Rosetta(DE3)pLysS competent cells for protein
expression. Protein expression and purification were carried out as previously described
(5).
Spectroscopic studies – The protein concentration was determined using the Bradford
method and bovine serum albumin as standard (28). The extinction coefficient of the
variant enzyme PaNMO-H183F was determined by heat denaturation. The purified
enzyme was passed through a PD-10 desalting column equilibrated with 50 mM
potassium phosphate, pH 7.0, before subject to heat denaturation at 100 °C for 30 or 40
min. The denatured protein was removed by centrifugation, and the concentration of
unbound FMN was measured by using a molar extinction coefficient at 450 nm of
12,200 M-1cm-1 for free FMN (27). An Agilent Technologies diode-array
spectrophotometer Model HP 8453 PC was used for these measurements.

Crystallization – The variant enzyme H183Q was passed through a PD-10
column equilibrated with 50 mM Tris-Cl, 100 mM NaCl, pH 8.0, and concentrated to 2
mg mL-1The enzyme concentration was estimated using the experimental molar
extinction coefficient for enzyme-bound FMN. Yellow crystals were grown in the
presence of 20% PEG 3350 and 0.1 M Na-HEPES at pH 7.0 within 7 days. The H183Q
enzyme was incubated in the presence of 1 mM 3-nitropropionic acid for two hours over
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ice under the same conditions. Crystals were grown at room temperature in hanging
drops in 2:2 µL enzyme to reservoir solution over 1,000 µL of reservoir solution.

Data collection and processing – The crystals were cryo-cooled in the mother
liquor with 25% (v/v) glycerol and flash-frozen immediately in liquid nitrogen. X-ray
diffraction data were collected at 100K on beamline 22-ID with detector Eiger 16 M of
the Southeast Regional Collaborative Access Team (SER-CAT) at the Advanced
Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory. For the H183Q crystal, seven hundred
twenty images were collected, at 0.25°oscillation per image. For the H183Q-3NPA
crystal, three hundred sixty images were collected, at 0.5°oscillation per image. In both
cases, the images were collected with a 200 mm crystal-to-detector distance and an
exposure time of 0.25 s per image. Data integration and analysis were carried out using
iMOSFLM (53) and AIMLESS (54) in the CCP4 suite (55).

Structure solution and refinement – The coordinates of wild-type PaNMO (PDB
ID: 4Q4K) (5) were used for the molecular replacement to obtain the initial phases for
the H183Q variant. A unique solution was found by Phaser in the space group P21 with
two molecules in the asymmetric unit. The structure was refined using phenix.refine
(56), with manual map inspection and model building being performed in Coot. All
structural figures were produced using PyMol (www.pymol.org).
Enzymatic assays – The protein concentration was determined using the Bradford
method and bovine serum albumin as standard (28). The extinction coefficient of the
variant enzyme PaNMO-H183F was determined by heat denaturation. The purified
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enzyme was passed through a PD-10 desalting column equilibrated with 50 mM
potassium phosphate, pH 7.0, before subject to heat denaturation at 100 °C for 30 or 40
min. The denatured protein was removed by centrifugation, and the concentration of
unbound FMN was measured by using a molar extinction coefficient at 450 nm of
12,200 M-1cm-1 for free FMN (27). An Agilent Technologies diode-array
spectrophotometer Model HP 8453 PC was used for these measurements.

Steady-state kinetics of the variant H183Q enzyme – The enzymatic activity of
the variant PaNMO H183Q enzyme was measured by the method of initial rates of
oxygen consumption with a computer-interfaced Oxy-32 oxygen monitoring system
(Hansatech Instruments, Inc., Norfolk, England). The steady-state kinetic experiment
was performed at 15 or 30 °C in 50 mM potassium phosphate pH 8.0. P3N stocks were
prepared as previously described (4). The enzyme concentration of the H183Q enzyme
was 0.2 μM, the P3N concentration ranged from 0.50 to 5 mM, and the oxygen
concentration ranged from 17 to 111 μM. The reaction mixture was equilibrated to a
specific oxygen concentration by bubbling an O2/N2 gas mixture for at least 5 min. The
reaction was initiated with the addition of enzyme then substrate into the reaction
mixture. Additionally, the apparent steady-state kinetic parameters of the H183Q
enzyme were measured as a function of pH at 15 oC. This experiment was conducted
using the same protocol as the steady-state kinetic assay described above with the
exception that the initial rates of reaction were measured at atmospheric O2. A
concentration of 400 µM O2 was tested at pH extremes 6 and 9.5 of the pH profile to
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ensure that oxygen was at a saturating concentration. This was done to ensure an
accurate estimation of the app(kcat/Km) for P3N.

Reductive half-reaction – The reductive half-reaction of the H183Q variant
enzyme with P3N was carried out anaerobically with a Hi-Tech SF-61 stopped-flow
spectrophotometer (TgK Scientific, United Kingdom). The instrument was made
anaerobic by an overnight incubation with 5 mM glucose and 1 µM glucose oxidase in
sodium phosphate pH 6.0. The variant enzyme was prepared by passing it through a
PD-10 desalting column equilibrated with the corresponding buffer for each pH point.
The enzyme sample was transferred to a glass tonometer where it was flushed with
ultrapure argon then vacuumed for 20 cycles. P3N stocks were prepared as previously
described, placed in syringes, and flushed with ultrapure argon for 25 min. The P3N
stocks contained 5 mM glucose and 0.5 µM glucose oxidase in order to ensure removal
of oxygen. The concentration of enzyme after mixing was 10 µM and the concentration
range of P3N used was 0.050 to 5 mM.

Kinetic Solvent Viscosity Effects – The effect of viscosity on the steady-state
kinetic parameters for the wild-type and H183Q PaNMO enzymes was determined with
glycerol as viscosigen. Enzymatic assays were carried out in the presence of 50 mM
sodium pyrophosphate at pH 8.3 and 15 oC. Reaction mixtures contained varying
amounts of glycerol (0–40%, m/m, η =1.0–3.5 cP). The relative viscosity of the solvent
at 15 oC was calculated from published values at 20 oC (57). Reaction mixtures were
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equilibrated at atmospheric oxygen for at least 5 min before the reaction was initiated by
addition of the substrate P3N and the enzyme.

Data analysis – The kinetic data for the steady-state kinetic experiment where
both P3N and O2 were fit to Eq 3. Eq 3 is for a sequential steady-state kinetic
mechanism where vo is the initial velocity of reaction, e is the concentration of enzyme,
kcat is a first order rate constant for the turnover of enzyme at saturating concentrations
of P3N and O2. The Michalis constants are represented by KP3N and KO2. For the
apparent steady-state kinetic experiment, the initial rates of reaction were plotted using
Eq 4 where vo is the initial velocity of the reaction at any given concentration of
substrate ([S]), e is the concentration of enzyme, kcat is the overall enzyme turnover at
saturating substrate concentration, and Km is the Michaelis constant.
νo
e

=

kcat [P3N][O2 ]
KP3N [O2 ] + KO2 [P3N]+ [P3N][O2 ]

kcat [S]
νo
=
Km + [S]
e

(3)

(4)

Stopped flow traces for the reductive half-reaction were fit with Eq 5 which
describes a single exponential process. The observed absorbance changes associated
with flavin reduction is described by kobs. The absorbance at 372 nm is described by A,
the amplitude of absorbance change associated with kobs is B, the absorbance at infinite
time is C, and t is time. kobs was plotted as a function of the concentration of substrate
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using Eq 6, where kred is the limiting first-order rate constant for flavin reduction at
saturating concentration of substrate, KD is the apparent dissociation constant for
substrate binding, and S is the substrate concentration.

A = Be-𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 t + C
kobs =

kred S
Kd + S

(5)
(6)

The effects of solvent viscosity on appkcat and app(kcat/Km) for P3N at saturating
oxygen were fit to Eq 7, where (k)o and (k)𝜂𝜂 are the kinetic parameters of interested in

the absence and presence of viscogen, respectively, S is the degree of dependence of
viscosity of the relative kinetic parameter, and ηrel is the relative viscosity of the reaction
solution.

ko
= m(ηrel – 1) + 1
kη

(7)
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4

CONCLUSION

In summary, the role of Y109, Y254, Y299, Y303, and K307 residues, located in
the active site of PaNMO, has been elucidated. Among ∼500 sequences belonging to
class I NMOs, the fully conserved active site tyrosine residues in PaNMO must be

protonated in order to bind the negatively charged P3N substrate. Mutant enzymes
containing the individual mutations Y109F, Y254F, Y299F, Y303F, and K307M were
prepared to understand the effect on the single-electron transfer reaction between P3N
and the flavin i.e. reductive half-reaction and the electron transfer reaction between the
reduced flavin and oxygen i.e. oxidative half-reaction. There was no effect on both the
reductive and oxidative half-reactions. It is currently not understood why these tyrosine
and lysine residues have been conserved in the active sites of NMOs from various
organisms. These residues may participate in different enzymatic reactions or simply
are present to ensure P3N binding without a strict spatial arrangement.
Among ∼500 sequences from various fungal, bacterial, and animal sources,

H183 is a fully conserved active site residue located above the N(5) atom of the flavin
cofactor. Until now, no mechanistic or structural studies have described the role of the
H183 in the detoxification of P3N. H183 is essential to maintain an active enzymesubstrate complex competent for the single electron transfer reaction from P3N
substrate to the flavin cofactor i.e. reductive half-reaction. Upon replacing H183 with a
glutamine, an active and inactive conformation was observed kinetically and in the
crystal structure of the H183Q mutant crystallized in the presence and absence of a
substrate analog. The Q183 mutant sidechain blocked the N(5) atom of the flavin in the
inactive conformation. In the active conformation, the substrate analog, serving as a
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model for the substrate, was oriented toward the reactive center of the flavin. Using a
stopped-flow spectrophotometer, an extended lag in reaction time was observed in the
stopped flow traces, suggesting the presence of an isomerization between the inactive
and active conformations required for the single electron transfer from the P3N
substrate and the flavin cofactor.

